T he ordinary fellowship of th e R o y al Society has been stead ily ageing over th e p eriod in v estigated, 1899-1943 inclusive. T his h as been due in p a rt to th e n a tu ra l g ro w th of th e Society tow ards a ctu a ria l stab ility , a n d in p a rt to th e increasing age of Fellow s a t election. The la tte r tre n d has been in progress since 1848, an d has n o t been reversed b y th e increases, in 1931 an d 1938, of th e to ta l n u m b er of a n n u al elections.
T he m o rta lity rate s experienced du rin g 1899-1943 hav e been a b stra c te d a n d differences n o ted betw een th em an d those of vario u s s ta n d a rd tables. T he crude resu lts were g ra d u a te d by fitting a M akeham curve of th e form qx = A + Bcx, w here qx is th e p ro b a b ility th a t a Fellow o f e x a c t age x will die w ith in one y ear. A, B, c are constants.
There is some evidence th a t th e m o rta lity ra te s o f older Fellow s (age 75 a n d g reater) were heavier in th e la tte r p a rt of th e period in v estig ated th a n in th e form er p a rt.
The g rad u ated m o rta lity ra te s were used to forecast th e fu tu re size an d age c o n stitu tio n of th e R oyal Society. The resu lts are given for several different assu m p tio n s reg ard in g th e n u m b er an d ages of fu tu re successful can d id a tes for th e Fellow ship.
The age constitution and the future fellowship of the Royal Society
I n t r o d u c t i o n
The periodicals of the Royal Society contain few contributions on the life statistics of the Fellowship. Two papers have appeared in the Proceedings (Strachey 1892; Schuster 1922) , while a note on the ages a t election to the Royal Society was pub lished in Notes and Records (Hill 1939 ). The present paper attem pts to bring the relevant statistics up to date, to analyse the trends of recent years, and to hazard some estimates concerning the future. Strachey investigated 'the probable effect of the limitation of the number of ordinary Fellows into the Royal Society to 15 in each year on the eventual total numbers of Fellows', and concluded th at the latter would be about 415, and cer tainly not more than 425. In fact, the total Fellowship produced by the annual election of 15 Fellows averaged 437 during 1900-30. In the course of his paper, Strachey estimated th at the mortality of Fellows had been some 5 % lighter than Dr F arr's Life Table, which was based on the vital statistics for the male population of England and Wales between 1837 and 1854. As it has happened, the mortality has been much more favourable than Strachey expected. This accounts sufficiently for the discrepancy between the estimated and actual totals of the Fellowship in its steady state.
Schuster was interested, among other topics, in the expectancy of life, at various ages, of Fellows of the Royal Society. He realized, rightly, th at the mean of the completed lifetimes of deceased Fellows was an insufficient estimate, and th at some allowance ought to be made for the future span of life of those who formed the Society at the date of his investigation. 'For the Fellows who are still living we are ignorant of their ultim ate life, but we find an approximate value by adding to the number (a) of years which have elapsed since election up to the end of 1922 their further expectancy ( w) taken from some reliable table of life statistic however,-of th e further expectancy of living Fellows, Schuster apparently added original expectancy for their age at election-which must have led, in the case of the older Fellows in particular, to a serious over-estimate of future lifetime. His con clusion, th a t Fellows enjoy a considerably longer expectation of fife than the general population of the same age, is nevertheless valid, as the following pages reveal.
In the following sections, various statistics concerning the ordinary Fellowship of the Royal Society are discussed. In this work, 'Statute 11' and 'Statute 12' Fellows (Royal personages and non-scientific persons who have benefited or may benefit science, respectively), as well as Foreign Members, are excluded.
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T h e a g e c o n s t i t u t i o n o f t h e F e l l o w s h i p
In 1848 the number of elections into the Royal Society was limited to 15 per annum, and by the early years of this century the ordinary Fellowship had virtually reached a steady state. Thereafter, until 1930, the total number fluctuated around the mean value of 437 Fellows. In 1931 and in each subsequent year until 1937 (inclusive), 17 Fellows were elected each year, instead of 15. A further increase in the number of elections to 20 annually occurred in 1938, and this figure has been adhered to up to the present time. In consequence of these changes, the total fellowship increased slowly, and reached 455 on 1 January 1944. During the preceding five years, the rate of growth has averaged about 2 Fellows a year.
Even before 1930, however, the Society was not truly in equilibrium. I t was, on the contrary, ageing slowly. The salient features of this trend are summarized in table 1, which has been compiled from the age distribution of Fellows for the years 1899, 1904, 1909, ..., 1944 . No important tendencies are distorted by grouping these data into only three periods, 1899-1914, 1915-30 and 1931-44 . The points of division were selected to separate, first, the pre-war period from the subsequent epoch, and, secondly, the years in which only 15 annual elections were made, from those in which this number was raised to 17 and thereafter to '20.
The median age is such th at half the Fellows are of greater, and half of lesser, age. One-quarter of the Fellows are younger, and three-quarters are older than the Tower quartile' age; similarly, three-quarters are younger, and one-quarter older than the 'upper quartile' age.
The ageing tendency is apparent both from the proportions of Fellows in the various age groups of Another point of interest is th at the figures in the last column in particular of table 1 do not refer to a Society 'in equilibrium'. As has been remarked, the in creases in 1931 and 1938 in the number of annual elections have caused the Royal Society to grow in size, and, if present conditions are maintained, it will continue both to grow and slightly to age for the next quarter century.
Ages at election
The average age of Fellows at election has been rising steadily for the past cen tury. The dominant reason has been the marked reduction in the number of younger Fellows elected (age 30-40) . This of course is the explanation of the decline in the proportion of such Fellows in the Society as a whole, recorded in table 1. Table 2 illustrates the extent of these changes (data for the years prior to 1920 are derived from Schuster's paper). The principal features revealed by the figures may be briefly enumerated. They are:
T a b l e 2 . A g e s of F e l l o w s a t e l e c t io
(а) The slow but steady increase in the median age, and the rather more marked increase in the lower quartile age.
(б) The absence of any variation in the upper quartile age, apart from minor fluctuations.
I t follows th a t the tendency to a greater age a t election was mainly due to a diminution in the number of Fellows adm itted while still young-a fact strikingly confirmed by the figures of the last column. The tendency is not due to any increase in the number of successful candidates of relatively 'advanced' age (over 55).
In consequence of these tendencies, the dispersion of ages at election is now materially less than during the last century. This is illustrated in the penultimate column of table 2, in which the 'interquartile range'-or upper quartile age less lower quartile age-has been chosen as a convenient measure of dispersion. From about 15| years in the period 1848-97, the interquartile range fell to 11 years .
A final point of some interest concerns the effect on the ages of successful candidates of raising the number of annual elections. The increases in the latter, from 15 to 17 in 1931, and to 20 in 1938, may possibly have retarded the general tendency to elect older men, but they did not reverse it. For the recent period 1920-44, the age distri butions of Fellows a t election may be quoted (table 3) , as supplementing the more compressed information of table 2. . 
Mortality experience
The derivation of the rates of mortality of the Royal Society is the preliminary to any forecast of its future actuarial structure. Such vital statistics are also of interest when compared with other sets, in casting some light on the effect of social and economic status on vitality. The importance of such factors is well known. But how important they are, and how far their influence is direct, and how far indirect, one cannot yet state with precision.
The data used in the present mortality investigation of the Royal Society were: (а) The numbers of Fellows classified according to age, on 1 January of the years 1899, 1904, 1909, ..., 1944. (б) The list of Fellows who died between 1 January 1899 and 31 December 1943, tabulated according to age at, and calendar year of, death.
The procedure adopted was the standard 'census' method, so called because, following on the periodic national censuses, it has been employed to ascertain the mortality experience of the country. The details have been sufficiently described elsewhere (Elderton& Fippard 1935; Hardy 1909) . Table 4 sets out the results. In the first column are quoted the 'years exposed to risk' at various quinquennial ages (x). This quantity lived by Fellows, over the period of the investigation, while between exact age x and exact age (x-{-1). Fellows who died between these ages are reckoned as having contributed a complete year to the 'exposure'. (For the purpose of this procedure see Elderton & Fippard (1935) .) The second and third columns contain respectively the estimated and 'smoothed' rates of mortality {qz)-th a t is, the probability th a t a Fellow, of exact age x, will die before attaining age (a? + 1). I t follows th a t the number of deaths between these ages is the product of the 'exposed to risk ' and qx. The remaining columns of the table give the mortality rates from certain standard life tables, which are described below. The method of smoothing the crude results is discussed later. In the meantime, we note th at the graduated probabilities of column (iii) are reasonably close to the observed values, and th at the differences between the two sets alternate fairly frequently from positive to negative, so th a t there is no evidence of systematic bias. The agreement is in fact as good as can reasonably be expected (see below).
'English Life Table dum ber 10-Males' (Registrar-General 1936) (abbreviated to E.L. 10 in table 4) was constructed from the mortality experience of the male population of England and Wales during 1930-2 and is the latest published national life table. Clearly, the rates of mortality experienced by Fellows of the Royal Society between 1899 and 1944 were very materially lighter a t all ages (except the last, 97) than those of the population as a whole in 1930-2. In view of the wide difference in average social and economic status of the two bodies of men, the divergence is, perhaps, not surprising.
In the Registrar-General's Report (1936) the mortality during 1930-2 was also examined for eleven geographical regions of England and Wales, each region being subdivided into county boroughs, urban districts, and rural districts. I t was found th a t the lightest m ortality of all (at practically every age) had been sustained in the rural districts of the east region, which comprised Cambridgeshire, Isle of Ely, Huntingdonshire, Lincolnshire (parts of Holland, Kesteven, and Lindsey), Norfolk, Rutlandshire, east Suffolk, and west Suffolk. The relevant rates, for males, are quoted in table 4, column (v). I t is interesting th at, a t ages where comparison is possible, they do not materially differ from the Royal Society figures. These rates, it may be emphasized, refer to a geographical, and to a certain extent (being restricted to rural districts) an occupational subgroup of the population, but no social classi fication is involved. The fact th a t men in these districts should have been subject in 1930-2 to m ortality more or less the same as th a t of Fellows of the Royal Society in the last half-century, is probably no more than an accident.
Column (iv) of table 4 provides a comparison of a different nature. The A. 1924r-9 (ultimate) Table (1935) was based on the experience of male policyholders in most of the ordinary British life assurance offices, during the years indicated. The restric tion to ordinary, as opposed to industrial, offices excluded working-class 'lives', to a large extent, from the survey. The term 'ultim ate' may require clarification. On effecting an assurance contract, most policyholders had either passed a medical examination, or had given satisfactory evidence of good health. They thus formed a medically selected body of men, and it was found th a t they enjoyed for some time much lighter m ortality than others, of the same age, whose policies had already been in force for some years. The effect of the initial medical selection wore off eventually, and the rates of mortality, after its disappearance, were termed 'ultim ate'. Com paring these ultim ate rates with those of the Royal Society, we conclude th a t the latter experienced lighter mortality than non-working class policyholders, no longer medically selected, of British life assurance offices.
The final comparison of table 4 is with another life office standard. The a (m) (ultimate) table was constructed from the statistics of males between 1900 and 1920 who were receiving annuities from British assurance offices (Elderton & Oakley 1924) . Again, a systematic divergence from Royal Society results is apparent. At the younger and middle ages (72 and less) Fellows experienced the lighter rates; bu t a t more advanced years they suffered more heavily than the annuitants.
Merely to compare a standard rate of mortality with th at estimated in some new investigation ignores the weight attaching to the latter. A better procedure is to compare, for individual ages or age groups, the actual number of deaths, with the number to be expected on any proposed standard basis. The agreement between the two may then be examined statistically in a number of ways, of which the test of Karl Pearson is one. The validity of this test, as applied to mortality data, has recently been critically examined, and confirmed by Seal (1941) . Table 5 compares the actual deaths with those expected from the above-described standards. The x 2 values are obtained from contributions a t quinquennial ages (37, 42, etc.) . The quantity P represents the probability th at the observed, or a greater value of %2, could have arisen merely from the effects of random sampling. In the search for a standard to which the experience of the Royal Society would conform sufficiently closely the y2 test would eliminate English Life Table 10 without any doubt, and, with negligible risk of error, the A. 1924-9 and a(m) tables. The smoothed rates and the east region rural districts experience pass this test, and, indeed, the latter might reasonably have been accepted. The main disadvantages are th at it does not cover the whole range of ages required and th a t an actual life table of this experience, as distinct from the mortality rates has not been published.
The graduation formula which, after some trials, was finally adopted was
where A, B, and c are constants, and x denotes the age. The criterion for determi the best values of the parameters was th at of least squares, subject to the proviso th a t the total 'expected deaths' should equal the total number of actual deaths. In its above-quoted form, the formula is inconvenient for making a ' least squares ' estimate of c. A transformation, which the author some years ago suggested would facilitate the computation, was therefore used. If the expression for qx is summed, from the youngest age in question-let us call this age zero-to age 1), there results
t-1 Q
2 Qx= l i t + - This formula was originally suggested, as an analytical description of certain mortality experiences, by Gompertz (1825), and was developed by Makeham (i860),* who later attem pted to found this law ' on physiological grounds. I t is doubtful, however, if this justification were generally accepted. Nevertheless, the formula proved of wide applicability. In recent years it has tended to pass * Strictly, Makeham suggested that the formula A + Bcx described the age variation of the force of mortality i.e. the rate of mortality experienced over the infinitesimal age range x to x 4* dx. For most practical purposes, it is sufficiently accurate to take qx = out of actuarial favour-but whether m ortality in the tw entieth century has ceased to conform to Makeham's Law, or whether the formula has been tested in such instances on heterogeneous data, remain moot points. Its success in describing the-actuarially speaking-small volume of Royal Society data is interesting, but is hardly of major importance in this connexion. Another feature of some interest is th at, in many independent investigations, covering widely differing periods of time, classes of persons, and nations, the value of the Makeham parameter c has been nearly constant, and of the order of 1*1. Some writers have speculated whether this striking result may not imply the existence of a 'universal demographic constant'. Table 6 contains, for every age between 32 and 102, the graduated values of qx, the probability of an individual of age x dying wi are given the corresponding probabilities of survival or 1 -qx, i.e. the probability th a t a life age x will survive to age x+ 1. Finally, proper. Starting with 100,000 'Fellows' of exact age 32, column (iii) of the table shows how many of these (lx) will be expected to survive to each subsequent age x. (The recurrence relation is of course lx+\ = Px^x-) -^or instance, out of the original 100.000 entrants a t age 32, rather more than 50,000 survive to age 74, and just under 25.000 live to attain the age of 82.
Age constitution of Royal Society
The expectation of life a t age x is defined as the average number of years lived after age x\ th a t is, in the notation of the fife Our mortality investigation has covered a period of as long as 45 years, 1899-1943 inclusive. I t is accordingly relevant to inquire whether any large secular changes were operative during this interval. While the small volume of data precludes detailed analysis, the total period was subdivided into two, 1 January 1899 to 31 December 1918, and 1 January 1919 to 31 December 1943, and the mortality experience in each was tested in the following manner. Suppose there were no secular trend in the mortality rate a t a given age, say x. Then we should expect the ratio of deaths, occurring between ages x and x + 1, in the tw to the 'years exposed to risk a t age
x' in the resp proved consistent with the facts for ages up to and including 74. Thereafter, it became rather discrepant. The results are summarized in table 8. The inferences are th a t m ortality rates a t ages of 74 and less did not alter signi ficantly throughout the years 1899-1944; but th a t the rates a t ages of 75 and older may have become heavier in the latter part of the period. The y2 test indicates th a t the apparent increase in m ortality a t advanced ages was probably real. I t may be mentioned th a t the change appeared to be most marked for the ages 75-80.
The conclusion th a t a t some ages the vitality of Fellows is now less than in the first two decades of the century is a t first sight surprising. I t is not, however, an isolated phenomenon. The vitality of the country as a whole has, for instance, im proved steadily over many years, except a t the most advanced ages. Thus the Registrar-General (1936) showed th a t the male m ortality rates a t ages 70 and over were greater during 1921-30 than during the preceding decennium.
T h e f u t u r e F e l l o w s h i p o f t h e R o y a l S o c i e t y Assuming th a t the m ortality of Fellows will in future be the same as th a t of 1899-1943, the life table of table 6 enables one to forecast the size and age distribution of the Society in the years ahead. This assumption may, in the fight of the preceding paragraph, prove false, but it is considered th a t the available data are insufficient to justify a more elaborate hypothesis.
As regards Fellows who will enter the Society in future, it is supposed in the first instance th a t their ages will be distributed according to the final column of table 3. Four bases have been adopted-for purely illustrative purposes-viz. th a t the number elected annually will be The results of the calculations are shown in figure 1. (For convenience, the calcula tions were made as a t 1 January 1944.) A few comments may be offered in addition.
On each of the four bases, the total Fellowship will increase for some years, a t a rate which is, at first, very sensitive to the number of annual elections (but is not a t all sensitive to the ages of the new Fellows). Thereafter, the rate of growth will decline, and will eventually fall away to zero, as the age distribution of the Society becomes stable.
After 30-45 years (depending on the rate of election) the Society will reach a steady state, in which the number of deaths each year will, apart from random fluctuations, equal the number of annual elections, and in which the age constitution will remain constant.
If 35 or more candidates were admitted each year, for the next 5 years, the figure being reduced to 25 in later years, the total Fellowship would reach a maximum between 1975 and 1985, and would thereafter decline to the steady state population of about 650. On basis {d) this maximum would be about 660, and the slight decline from this figure to 650 might well be masked by random fluctuations.
The final steady state population is about 26 per annual election of 1 Fellowassuming the age distribution a t election of table 3.
I t was pointed out to the author that, if the number of annual elections were raised, it might lead to some reduction in the average age of successful candidates for the Fellowship (despite the fact th at the increase in 1938 of the number elected from 17 to 20 per year, has had no such effect yet-see table 3).
In order to illustrate the consequences of a reduction in the ages a t election, it has been assumed th at Fellows will henceforward be elected 3 years younger than was postulated before, i.e. the following hypothetical age distribution (table 9) of successful candidates has been adopted (cf. table 3): The results of the calculation are shown in figure 2 for the two extreme cases considered, viz. that the number of new Fellows admitted will be Bases (6) and (c) would lead to the same final population-about 710 Fellowsas would (d). I t will be observed that the suggested reduction in age would have a negligible effect on the rate of growth of the Society in the immediate future. I t would, however, produce an increase in the final equilibrium population, equivalent to about 2 §-| Fellows in the Society per annual election of 1 Fellow, compared with 26 Fellows per annual election of 1 Fellow, on the present age distribution of new entrants.
I t has already been noted th at the natural growth of the Society under present conditions will entail some further slight ageing of the Fellowship as a whole. The .GUBB 2. Estimated future Fellowship of the Royal Society. -assuming no change in age disi * --assuming a 3-year reduction in age of all Fellows elected in future.
extent of this movement, and the effect of electing younger candidates in future, are summarized in table 10. In conclusion it must be emphasized th a t the forecasts given above are neces sarily tentative. The m ortality which the Royal Society will experience during the remainder of this century may differ sufficiently from th a t of the past to belie the estimates made. Moreover, no consideration has been given to such factors as the possible election of women Fellows, whose expectation of life and whose ages a t election may be very different from those of their male colleagues; or the possibly greater representation of Dominions, Indian and Colonial scientists, whose mor tality experience is unlikely to conform to the standard prevailing in this country. Their effects, while at the moment unpredictable, may well be far-reaching on the actuarial constitution of the Royal Society.
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